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strategyquant ea wizard can be controlled via a connection to a mt4 data feed. the ea wizard can get
data directly from the mt4 data feed or a csv text file.you can get the data directly from the mt4 or a
csv text file, or load it from an ftp site. your application of choice will provide the necessary support
for these three methodologies. the ea wizard allows the user to enter a trading strategy through a
wizard-based user interface. the software supports the import of strategies from an ascii file or an
excel spreadsheet via the import wizard, an import of strategies using the data access wizard, and

the import of strategies from the mt4 file. strategyquant ea wizard is a powerful tool that automates
the creation and performance of strategies. unlike typical trading systems, strategyquant ea wizard

allows you to create trading strategies easily within seconds by using simple wizards and menus.
while cloud vendors added billions of usd to their bottom line in 2017, professional traders and

individual quants have been fighting for years to get access to the same tools in the cloud without
sacrificing quality. with this recognition, aws has set the stage to change this. strategyquant is

excited to add amazon elastic compute cloud (amazon ecs) to the quantdatamanager platform for
the first time. this data solution from amazon takes the compute intensive nature of quant data

further by providing the processing power of amazon ecs at an inexpensive cost. with amazon ecs,
strategyquant has created a platform for quant data providers to easily and reliably run their data

within a private, safe and trusted cloud environment.
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i was first exposed to the ea wizard through the thought provoking and entertaining series by
quantopian . their tutorials on how to approach, plan, and execute a profitable strategy are world-
class. having used the ea wizard at my firm, i found that it is practically an extension of the ewa

class of tool that i've come to learn about. quantopian's ewa wizard component is the foundation of
this class of tool. unlike other black box quantitative analysis tools, ewa wizard provides the

automation, monitoring, and trending necessary to develop, test, and enhance your automated
trading system while you grow your portfolio and take profits along the way. the beginning stages of
coding eas are best done via a language like python. the first thing you will need to do is prepare a

test environment for the ea to be run on. strategy quant ea wizard uses the following libraries to
create your test environment: yapf , tqdm , and numba . in addition, you will need at least joblib and
paramiko for your endpoint tests. after the environment is established, the next step is to create and

code your test strategy. strategy quant ea wizard will automatically generate python codes for:
multiple strategies, tests, variant flows and splits, trade entry/exit conditions, sampling frequency
selection, workflow scheduling, and monitoring. the ea wizard also offers its own custom python
language for coding your strategy. once you've written your strategy, the next step is to test it.

strategy quant ea wizard generates a test execution engine that can be used to backtest and run
automated tests on the strategy. both testing and monitoring are automated for you, making the

process smoother and saving hours of manual effort. 5ec8ef588b
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